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Abstract: Silos are used worldwide to store granular and powdered materials. Agricultural, food
and feed products are commonly stored in silos. However, many questions remain unanswered
about how to estimate the pressures applied by the bulk material, which are needed to design and
calculate the structure of the silo. The complexity of the laws that govern the mechanical behavior
of the stored material along with the low number of experimental stations in the world hinder
progress in this field. The aim of this study was to elucidate the relationship of the hopper angle,
flow pattern and vertical stress at the cylinder-to-hopper transition in slender silos. Therefore, a set of
experiments was conducted on a test station to measure the vertical stress produced by maize at the
cylinder-to-hopper transition. Five different hopper angles were used. The experiments comprised
the filling, the static phase and the discharge. The results obtained show that the hopper angle
influences the vertical stress at the cylinder-to-hopper transition. Some bottom configurations (flat
bottom and bottom with an angle of 30◦) led to vertical stresses that exceeded the value calculated
according to Eurocode 1. It is clear that further experimental studies are still necessary to understand
the underlying physical phenomena and the relations between pressures, silo geometry and flow
pattern of the stored material.

Keywords: experimental silo; pressures; slender silo; maize; flow pattern; silo design

1. Introduction

Maize and its derivatives are important human food sources, and also have a wide
prevalence in animal feed due to their high nutritional index. As an example, Brazil had
a maize production of 87 million tons in 2021 [1], and Spain 4.1 million tons in 2020 [2].
This huge amount of maize requires handling and storage in industrial facilities. Silos are
normally used for storing maize and other agricultural, food and feed products.

Tower silos have been studied since the 19th century, but many aspects concerning the
mechanical behavior of stored products remain poorly understood due to the complexity
of the laws that govern the underlying physical phenomena [3–8]. Although a review of
this literature indicates that structural failures in silos can be attributed to various different
causes, the pressures exerted by the stored material are usually a key factor.

The friction angle between the stored product and the hopper wall along with the hop-
per angle directly influence the flow pattern and, consequently, the behavior of pressures.
There are two main flow patterns, mass flow and funnel flow. Mass flow is characterized
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by the movement of all the stored material at the same speed, and it follows a first-in,
first-out pattern; the material generates high dynamic pressures on the walls, particularly
at the cylinder-to-hopper transition. On the contrary, funnel flow is associated with the
presence of stagnant zones and a first-in, last-out sequence. A third flow pattern, transition
flow, is characterized by a distinct change in the type of flow that takes place in a position
that depends on the filling height [9]. As mentioned above, the hopper angle and the wall
friction coefficient are the two most influential parameters [10–12]. However, the relations
between flow, pressure and the vertical stresses at the cylinder-to-hopper transition are still
poorly understood [7,13–17].

Ding et al. [18] studied the critical hopper angle for achieving a mass flow and also
analyzed the effects of double-cone inserts on the flow of particulate solids. The effects of
the material type, particle size and moisture content on the static pressure distribution were
analyzed in a lab-scale test silo with conical hopper by Chen et al. [19]. Several authors have
studied the influence of the hopper angle on the mass flow rate by using lab size cylindrical
silos [20–22]. Villagrán Olivares et al. performed experiments for different hopper angles
in a 2D lab container and proposed a theoretical description to predict the behavior of the
flow and the transition zone angle from mass flow to funnel flow [23]. These recent studies
indicate that the effect of the hopper angle on pressures and flow patterns is consistently a
topic of interest and that further research into these phenomena is still required.

Despite the high cost of construction and instrumentation, experimental stations are
considered the best approach to understand what happens inside real silos. Experiments in
test silos provide pressure values and reliable information to understand the behavior of
the bulk material and the flow patterns [7]. In addition, experimental models are used for
validations of numerical models [16,24–26].

A pilot-scale test station, which is based on the design proposed by Pieper and Schütz
in 1980 [27], is located in the Federal University of Lavras. This experimental station
has been previously applied to the study of static and dynamic pressures (friction and
normal) after previous calibration and verification of all instrumentation [17,28,29]; these
experiments demonstrated that pressures are influenced by the slenderness and angle
of the hopper. Furthermore, the DIN 1055-6: Design Basis and Actions on Structures—
Part 6 [30] is partly based on studies conducted at the pilot-scale test station used by Pieper
and Schütz.

Therefore, the present paper offers new experimental information from this pilot scale
test station. The aim was to study the influence of hopper angle and flow pattern on
the vertical stress at the cylinder-to-hopper transition, analyzing the maximum pressures
during filling, static phase and discharge of maize.

2. Materials and Methods

The experimental station was located at the Federal University of Lavras (Brazil)
(Figure 1) and was previously validated by the members of the research group on pressures
and flow in silos and stored products [29].

The station consisted of a fully instrumented pilot silo, a storage silo to store the bulk
material during the tests and a bucket elevator to transport the material between the silos
(Figure 1). All the measuring cells of the pilot silo were connected to the data acquisition
system controlled by a portable computer.

The pilot test silo was cylindrical and metallic. The cylinder was 6 m high and 0.7 m
in internal diameter. The cylinder was segmented into 12 structurally independent rings,
allowing the forces in each division to be obtained; all rings were connected vertically by a
pair of tension load cells. The pair that supported the bottom of the silo was responsible
for providing the vertical force at the silo–hopper transition (Figure 2). The pairs that
supported each cylinder ring were responsible for providing the frictional wall forces
(Figure 2). The silo hoppers can vary depending on the opening angle β (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Measurement cells for vertical stress at the silo–hopper transition (Pvt,t) and frictional wall
pressures (Pw,t).

The measurement of vertical stresses at the silo–hopper transition (Pvt,t) begin once
the hopper is filled with the stored material, using Equation (1):

Pvt, t =
Fvtr, t + Fvtl, t − Whto

A
(1)

According to Eurocode 1, part 4 [11], the definitions of the different terms of the
equation are:

• Pvt,t: Value of the vertical stress of the stored product at the silo–hopper transition
obtained from the tension load cells positioned on the hopper support, at time t, kPa;

• Fvtr,t: Value of the force obtained in the tension load cell positioned on the right-hand
side of the hopper support, at time t, kN;

• Fvtl,t: Value of the force obtained in the tension load cell positioned on the left-hand
side of the hopper support, at time t, kN;

• Whto: Weight of stored material between the outlet and the silo–hopper transition,
zero in the case of the flat bottom, kN;

• A: Plan cross-sectional area of vertical walled segment, m2.

The frictional wall stresses (Pw,t) can be determined indirectly by the pair of ten-
sion load cells located on the vertical support (positioned 180◦ apart) of each ring, using
Equation (2):

Pw(1, 5), t =
Fw(1, 5)r, t + Fw(1, 5)l, t

π.di.hr
(2)

According toEurocode 1, part 4 [11], the definitions of the different terms of the
equation are:

• Pw(1,5),t: Frictional wall stresses for the cylinder wall from the tension load cells
positioned on ring supports—rings 1 to 5, time t, kPa;

• Fw(1,5)r,t: Force in tension load cell positioned on the right side of the ring support,
rings 1 to 5, at time t, kN;
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• Fw(1,5)l,t: Force in tension load cell positioned on the left side of the ring support,
rings 1 to 5, at time t, kN;

• di: Internal cylinder diameter, m;
• hr: Ring height, m.

The frictional wall stresses for the cylinder wall Pw(1,5) could be determined in the five
rings at heights 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75 and 2.25 m above the silo hopper transition (Figure 2).
In this study, only the frictional wall stresses for the cylinder wall at the height 0.25 m
above the transition was used, i.e., in the first ring as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the
frictional wall stresses for the cylinder wall at a height of 0.25 is called Pw1.

Vertical stresses in the stored material at the transition (Pvt,t) and frictional wall
stresses (Pw,t) were calculated for the filling, static phase and discharge for each of the
bottom configurations, and the maximum values were selected. In addition, experimen-
tal values were compared with Eurocode 1, part 4 [11]. Figure 3 illustrates the locations
of vertical stresses in the stored solid at the transition (base of the vertical walled seg-
ment) (Pvft) and the wall frictional traction after filling (Pwf) according to Eurocode
1. The parameter Pvt,t, which is used throughout this paper, has the same meaning as
the parameter Pvtf in Eurocode 1. It is noteworthy that Eurocode 1 does not include
the hopper angle (β) in the calculation method for Pvft (see Equations (3) and (4) for
slender silos); Eurocode 1 determines the vertical stress in the stored solid at the transi-
tion after filling (Pvtf) by multiplying the vertical stress in the stored solid (Pvf) at the
depth corresponding to the transition by a bottom load magnifier (Cb) to account for the
possibility of larger loads being transferred to the hopper or bottom from the vertical
walled segment.
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Pvft = Cb Pvf (3)

Pvf =
Pho

K
Yj(z) (4)

The definitions for these parameters according to Eurocode 1, part 4, are:
Pvft: vertical stress in the solid after filling at transition;
Pvf: vertical stress in the solid after filling;
Pho: asymptotic horizontal pressure at great depth for the disaggregated solid stored;
Yj: function of Janssen pressure variation with depth;
K: characteristic value of the lateral pressure coefficient;
Cb: coefficient of increase in loads on the bottom.
In this study, Equation (1) was applied to calculate the vertical stresses at the cylinder-

to-hopper transition (Pvt,t) as a function of time, i.e., during the filling, static phase and
discharge, and the values obtained were compared with the value calculated according to
Eurocode 1 following Equations (3) and (4).

The product used in these experimental tests was maize with a minimum purity of
97%. The physical, mechanical and flow properties of maize were obtained following the
methodology of the Jenike Shear Test [31], which conforms to Eurocode 1 [11], and are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical, mechanical and flow properties of maize.

Properties Lower Limit Upper Limit

specific weight (kN/m3) 7.52 7.83
angle of repose 31.3◦ 37.1◦

cohesion (kPa) 0.241 1.084
steel wall friction angle 7.37◦ 9.02◦

steel wall friction coefficient 0.13 0.16
internal friction angle 19◦ 29◦

humidity 10.62%

Using the granular material described above, a series of experimental tests was per-
formed with 5 different configurations of the silo hopper and 6 repetitions for each test.
Thus, 30 tests were performed in total. The tests were conducted with concentric filling
and discharge. The hopper inclinations used in the five different configurations were:
β = 15◦ (β15◦); β = 30◦ (β30◦); β = 45◦ (β45◦); β = 60◦ (β60◦) and β = 90◦, named flat
bottom (FlatB).

The reason of using this hopper inclinations was to encompass the different types
of flow included in Eurocode 1 [11]. Eurocode 1 states that the inclination of the hopper
in conjunction with the friction coefficient of the wall with the product (µ = 0.24) lead
to different types of flow patterns (Figure 4): mass flow for β = 15◦; transition flow for
β = 30◦; and funnel flow for β = 45◦, β = 60◦ and flat bottom. Additionally, following
Eurocode 1, the 5 different bottoms can be classified in three groups depending on the
geometry of the silo: steep hopper (β15◦, β30◦ and β45◦), shallow hopper (β60◦) and flat
bottom (FlatB).

All tests were conducted according to the sequence illustrated in Figure 5: filling the
silo to the height of interest (verified by the tension load cell that shows the measurement
in the semi-cylinder above the height of interest), static condition (for 10 min), and product
discharge. The silo was discharged with the gate (diameter of 0.20 m) 100% opened.
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3. Results

The experiments carried out generated a large volume of data. Therefore, to avoid
exposing unnecessary data, the values of average and standard deviation in each measure-
ment cell referring to filling and discharge are shown in Table 2. As can be seen, the six
repetitions for each test showed a low coefficient of variation. Therefore, for each type of
test, one of the six repetitions was chosen randomly to discuss the results.

Table 2. Maximum values of Pvt after filling and discharge in each test configuration.

After Filling Pressure (kPa)

Cell
FlatB β60◦ β45◦ β30◦ β15◦

X σ X σ X σ X σ X σ

Pvt 10.77 0.43 9.87 1.94 9.38 0.47 11.53 0.76 9.91 0.79

Discharge pressure (kPa)

Cell
FlatB β60◦ β45◦ β30◦ β15◦

X σ X σ X σ X σ X σ

Pvt 10.56 0.48 7.43 0.70 8.32 0.33 10.88 0.71 8.21 1.34

X: mean value; σ: standard deviation.

Table 2 shows that a connection between the type of flow (mass, transition or funnel
flow) and the Pvt values exists. During filling, for funnel flow (FlatB, β60◦ and β45◦) the
mean values were higher when the beta angle increased, and the transition flow (β30◦)
presented the highest average value. During discharge, there was no significant difference
in comparison to filling for the flat hopper tests, while the shallow hopper (β60◦) had the
greatest pressure decrease (25%). Again, the transition flow (β30◦) presented the highest
average value for the discharge phase.

As the weight of the material in the hopper is part of the Equation (1), it is important
to note that this weight varies with the volume of the hopper, which depends on the angle
β. Table 3 shows the values of the loads for each of the test configurations.

Table 3. Average load for each test.

Test X (kN) σ (kN)

FlatB 7.49 0.53
β60◦ 7.86 0.45
β45◦ 8.46 0.15
β30◦ 8.38 0.81
β15◦ 9.26 0.19

X: mean; σ: standard deviation.

It is noteworthy that the β30◦ test had a mean value different from that expected and
a standard deviation higher than the others. The reason is that two of the six repetitions for
the β30◦ test showed flaws in the filling, resulting in heights of the stored product below
that of interest. It should be emphasized that these two repetitions were used for calculating
the mean and the standard deviation in Table 3, but they were removed during the random
choice of one single repetition for the later analysis of the individual tests presented below.

Figure 6 shows the vertical stresses at the transition (Pvt) obtained in the test station for
different concentric hopper inclinations during the filling, the static storage phase and the
discharge. These measurements were also compared with the value calculated following
Eurocode 1 [11]. Figures 7 and 8 show the results of the end of the filling and the beginning
of the discharge in detail, respectively.
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versus time.

The vertical stress in the stored material at the transition (Pvt) obtained using Eurocode
1 was influenced only by the size of the silo cylinder, not by the hopper geometry. How-
ever, it can be observed that the experimental results were influenced by the geometry of
the bottom.

The maximum values of Pvt during filling, as well as the values during discharge
(from 859.5 from 860.5 s) are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Average of the maximum vertical stress at the silo–hopper transition for each test.

Test
Pvt (kPa)

Max (Filling) 859.5 s 860.5 s ∆ Pvt
(859.5–860.5 s)

FlatB 11.04 10.87 8.02 2.85
β 60◦ 9.97 9.15 6.12 3.04
β 45◦ 8.90 7.93 4.67 3.27
β 30◦ 12.38 11.49 6.49 5.00
β 15◦ 10.18 9.04 4.10 4.94

Frictional pressures measured at a height of 0.25 m above the transition (Pw1) are
shown in Figure 9. The results of and the trends in these pressures showed a relationship
with Pvt.
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For the flat bottom and β60◦ tests, there was a sharp drop in pressure a few seconds
after the commencement of the discharge. For the β45◦, β30◦ and β15◦ tests, the pressure
peak occurred at the beginning of the discharge.

It is interesting to note a certain relationship between the Pvt accommodation peaks
during filling (Figure 6) and the frictional overpressures at a height of 0.25 m (Pw1). Pvt
accommodation peaks were higher for steep hoppers (β15◦, β30◦ and β45◦), were lower for
the shallow hopper (β60◦), and were not present for flat hoppers (FlatB). Pw1, analogously,
presented high peaks for steep hoppers (β15◦, β30◦ and β45◦), a moderate drop for the
shallow hopper (β60◦), and a deep pressure drop for the flat hopper (FlatB).

It was also observed (Figure 9) that the lowest friction pressure on the cylinder wall
(Pw1) before the discharge corresponded to the steep hopper and funnel flow configura-
tion (β30◦). However, the time of occurrence of the maximum pressure was the longest
(t = 863 s).

In Figure 9, it can also be seen that in mass flow (β = 15◦) the silo is discharged faster,
because there are no dead zones. The curves are not fully comparable, since varying the
angle of the hopper changes its volume.

4. Discussion

Table 2 shows that for β = 15◦, that is, for mass flow, the values are lower both in filling
and in discharge; this reveals the influence that flow type has on the Pvt values. This fact is
especially interesting since it is known [11] that in mass flow, horizontal overpressures can
occur near the transition, which shows that there is a change between the ratio of horizontal
and vertical pressures.
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It is remarkable that the highest values for Pvt during filling and the static phase
were measured for β = 30◦. It is believed that this behavior was due to the distribution of
pressures in the silo, i.e., the friction pressure at 0.25 m above the transition in the β30◦

test was the smaller (Figure 9). If the friction was lower, less weight was supported by the
walls; therefore, more weight was being transferred to the vertical stresses.

Frictional pressures (Pw) were inversely linked with Pvt. It is observed in Figure 8, at
the moment of discharge, that the magnitude of frictional pressures (Pw1) at 0.25 m above
the transition was inversely proportional to Pvt. The maximum friction pressure in FlatB
occurred during filling (Figure 9). The steep hoppers (β15◦; β30◦ and β45◦) presented a
friction overpressure at the beginning of the discharge due to the vertical movement of the
product stored in the region at 0.25 m above the transition (Pw1); this volume movement
caused the grain mass to rub against the wall, creating resistance against the z-axis. On
the contrary, in the case of mass flow (β15◦), the discharge was faster as there were no
dead zones.

It was also observed (Figure 7) that the maximum Pvt in all configurations always
occurred at the end of filling, at the last settling peak of the material before entering in the
static phase.

In the case of the discharge pressures, the negative peaks (difference between the
pressure during the static phase and the lowest pressure that was measured in the initial
moment of the discharge phase, specifically from 859.5 s to 860.5 s) were proportional to
the β angle. A lower β angle corresponded to a higher negative peak ∆Pvt (Table 4). This
can be explained by the change in stress state during discharge, i.e., the packaging of the
particles during the discharge increased or decreased in certain areas in relation to the
previous static state [14,32]. The flow pattern could also partly explain the behavior of the
discharge pressures; for example, in the β15◦ test there was mass flow and a fast discharge
with a peak at the start followed by a considerable drop in the pressures.

The β30◦ and FlatB configurations had the highest Pvt values, respectively, and
exceeded the values proposed by the Eurocode (Figure 6). However, Pvt values for β15◦

did not exceed the Eurocode ones despite having a higher inclination than the β30◦ case.
This could be explained by the mass flow pattern corresponding to β15◦ (see Figure 4),
which differs from the rest of cases.

Figure 6 shows that the pressures decrease when the hopper angle decreases from
β = 0◦ to β = 45◦, but for β = 30◦ and 15 the trend changes; this is due to the fact that in
these last two cases the type of flow rate is mass (β = 15◦) and close to the transition zone
(β = 30◦). In these cases, there is no or very little channel flow, which causes a change in the
stress state, as mentioned when discussing Table 2.

It is important to remark that the five hopper configurations applied in this study
defined five different volumes, so the volume and the weight of the product stored in the
silo also changed. Thus, results are not fully comparable.

5. Conclusions

The relationships between flow pattern, hopper angle, and vertical stress at the
cylinder-to-hopper transition have been studied by means of experimental tests in an
experimental station located at the Federal University of Lavras (Brazil). Maize was used
in all tests.

The maximum values of the vertical stress in the stored material at the transition (Pvt)
occurred due to the settlement of the material at the end of the silo filling for all bottom
configurations. During the discharge phase, the negative pressure peaks depended on the
hopper angle (β); the larger the β angle, the smaller the difference between pressures. There
was an inverse relationship between friction pressures and Pvt values near the transition
(0.25 m above).

The transition flow (β = 30◦) presented the lowest friction pressure in the cylinder
(Pw1) 0.25 m above the transition and the highest vertical stress in the stored material at
the transition (Pvt).
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Some bottom configurations (β 30◦ and FlatB) exceeded vertical stresses at the tran-
sition calculated according to Eurocode 1, part 4. At the moment, this standard does not
consider the hopper angle when calculating the vertical stresses. However, the collection
of experimental data obtained in this study suggests that the calculation method in the
Eurocode should be revised.
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